Majoring in... Music?

What are recent alumni doing?

EMPLOYMENT

Epic

BOND STREET

VOCAL WORKOUT

YouTube

BIRCHBOX

ITALIA

94.1 KPFA

GRAD SCHOOL

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK

Manhattan School of Music

ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC
London

As a Columbia Music major, I can...

- Analyze music and text using multiple methods and approaches
- Synthesize and present complex analytical observations
- Transmit and create media using multiple audiovisual media platforms
- Use music notation software and other technology effectively and creatively
- Read, interpret, and critique various types of musical performance, improvisation, composition, and written and oral reflection about music
- Situate specific musical pieces or repertoires within the traditions from which they derive
- Conduct research in libraries, archives, private collections, and online
- Evaluate sources and the quality of information
- Carefully cite and document sources

For more industries and job titles to explore, visit What Can I Do With This Major? at bit.ly/thismajor or schedule a meeting with a CCE career counselor: bit.ly/CCECareerCounseling